Locke Playground

Open House

Wednesday, July 29 2020  6-7:30 p.m.

Locke Park Playground Site
Locke Playground Background

• Locke Playground is a part of Locke Park
• Playground will serve Holiday Hills neighborhood and the new Lennar and Pulte Developments
• Displaced in 2018 due to Civic Campus Development
• In 2017, an agreement was reached during public meetings to replace the playground and relocated it on the southeast end of the civic campus development
• Playground Coming Fall of 2020
Locke Playground Online Feedback

• Any community members unable to attend the Locke Playground Open House can provide feedback online until Friday, July 31.
  • If you are attending the Open House in person, please don’t fill out the online survey as we will have them for you at the Open House.

• Please review the following slides with more information about the playground design and then complete the online survey.
  • Survey can be found at surveymonkey.com/r/LockePlayground
  • Please respond by Friday, July 31.

• For questions, please contact the Recreation Division at 763-572-3570.
Please select from one of the following two equipment options for ages 2-5.
Motion 2 to 5 Years

This accessible playstructure packs 16 activities into its compact structure. Kids can climb up the climbers, through the inclined tunnel and among the patterned decks, or settle into the cozy corner complete with a table top for imaginative play. Along the way there are cut-out shapes to peak through, bongos and ring-a-bells to play, and geometric shape-and-fit games.

Minimum area required: 207" x 238" (5.3 x 7.1 m)

Maximum fall height: 30" (0.8 m)

- Compact structure
- Built-in shade
- Available with Sand Table or Flat Play Table
- ADA compliant
- Choose one PicoShield® color
- one polypropylene color and three Thermalert® colors
- Direct bury or Surface Mount

#107057

Click here for video

Kids, parents and teachers will find lots to explore. Activities include:
1. Inclined Tunnel
2. Leaf Shape-and-Fit
3. Wiggle Ladder
4. Slide
5. Shape-and-Fit Table
6. Sand Play Station with Sifters and Seats (or optional Flat Play Table)
7. Leaf Trail
8. Race Car/Roller Track
9. Numbers Climber
10. Ring-a-Bell™
11. Marbles
12. Bongo Panel™
13. Bead Panel (not shown)
14. Steering Wheel (not shown)
15. Steppers (not shown)
16. Alphabet Panel (not shown)
Loft 2 to 5 Years

As young children grow, they become ready for Loft. Handrails lead them up the steps and into a world of imaginary play. With a built-in find-it game, language prompts and learning activities connected to early childhood curriculum goals, lower level clubhouse and so much more, you’ll find plenty of interactive elements to engage developing minds and bodies.

Click here for video

A little bigger, a little more challenging and a whole lot of fun. Activities include:
1. Belt Seat
2. Clock
3. Crawl Tunnel
4. Vegetable Leaf Sliders
5. Colors Talk-through Mat
6. Seats
7. Slide
8. Flower Gear Panel
9. Belt Climber
10. Flower Talk Tube
11. Image Panel
12. Flowers/Leaf Spinners (not shown)
13. Find-It Sign (not shown)
14. Mailbox (not shown)
And more!
Please select from one of the following three swing options.
Swing Option 1

- Friendship Swing
  - (click here for video)
- Belt Seat
- Molded Bucket Seat w/ Harness
- Full Bucket Seat
For fun with your besties or with the whole family, the Friendship™ Swing lets kids and adults share in the camaraderie. Ages 2 and up.

This multi-user swing is one size fits all, from two kids to a multigenerational family. Easy to access, it’s a great way for siblings, parents and grandparents to all enjoy time together. The Friendship™ Swing is an ideal spot to gather with friends or even meet new friends because everyone loves to swing.

The Friendship Swing comes complete with its own swing frame, or in an assistional bay frame to add on to other swings. One Friendship Swing per bay.

- Friendship Swing with 93" Arch Swing Frame
  - Maximum full weight 550 (4.4 lb)
  - Minimum area required 24’11” x 23” (7.54 m x 0.75 m)
  - #257281 Single Bay
  - #257284 Additional Bay

- Friendship Swing with Single Post Swing Frame 92” Bury
  - Maximum full weight 550 (4.4 lb)
  - Minimum area required 24’11” x 23” (7.54 m x 0.75 m)
  - #257286 Single Bay
  - #257297 Additional Bay

- Friendship Swing with Arch Tree Swing Additional Bay
  - Maximum full weight 158 (1.36 lb)
  - Minimum area required 17’5” x 32’ (5.38 m x 9.75 m)
  - #257295 Additional Bay

Choose any ProShield® color for the frame surrounding the swing positions. Swing chains are available as either "Snow™"-coated or "ProGuard™"-finished.
Swing Option 2

Full Bucket Seat

Oodle Swing
(click here for video)
Swing Option 3

- Belt Seat x 3
- Molded Bucket Seat w/ Harness
- Full Bucket Seat
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